Dear Colleagues,

We would like to draw your attention to these videos of the next anniversaries:

- **12nd of April**
  
  Why did Gagarin become the world's first astronaut?: For the first time in history on the 12th of April 1961 a man successfully broke through earth's attraction and lifted off. Yuri Alekseyevich Gagarin: Why did Gagarin become the world's first astronaut? squadron leader circled our planet at an altitude of 302 km, and in 108 minutes on board of the Vostok-1 spacecraft.
  
  Footage videos about Gagarin [here](#).

  This investigation has been lasting for 43 years. An ordinary flight of Yuri Gagarin and air regiment commander Vladimir Seregin on a trainer plane on March, 27th, 1968, ended a tragedy with mysterious circumstances. The State Commission finished investigation after several months, issuing an obscure report looking like a number of suggestions. Its report documents became officially secret but we have become aware of several details according to the investigation participants' oral statements and from private notes and documents' copies which those people have. Some of them are still conducting the investigation and drawing new conclusions of the catastrophe circumstances.

  Gagarin' last flight - Events minute by minute in a [6 part series](#).

- **14th of April**
  
  One of the most anniversaries this year!

  The Titanic was the largest passenger steamship in the world at the time of her launching, and her builders hoped that she would dominate the transatlantic ocean liner business. During her maiden voyage she struck an iceberg and sank, on April 14, 1912, at 11:40 P.M. The sinking resulted in great loss of life, ranking as one of the worst peacetime maritime disasters in history, and by far the most famous.

  Footage videos about the Titanic [here](#).

- **16th of April**
  
  The bowler hat king of the silent films: Charlie Chaplin was born on 16th of April 1889. 1925 – Chaplin the poor English immigrant with his silent movie "Gold Rush", became a world star. Though dealing with charges of pedophilia and communism, he created significant work in the history of film, such as "The Great Dictator", which held a curved mirror in front of Hitler and Nazism. On the 5th of February 1936 his film Modern Times was first presented and it was not completely silent. Its distinctive character, the Tramp, did not say a word, but burst into song.

  Footage videos about Chaplin [here](#).

- **26th of April**
  
  Radioactive clouds over Europe: Block number four of the Chernobyl nuclear reactor exploded, a disaster for which the experts have never found a sufficient expression. This is far more than "the biggest accident." The radioactive cloud drifts over the neighboring city of Pripjat, but the authorities do not inform either the population or the surrounding countries about the threat of danger. Meanwhile, the radioactivity moves to the west...

  Footage videos about the disaster [here](#).

Sincerely:

Jan Zolcer
You can unsubscribe from our mailing list by clicking here.
For a demonstration of how onlinefootage.tv works, click here.
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